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Art Show I 
The painting and speculation have ST. JOH N'S COLLEGE 

been tremendous. The lives of com-

pletely disinterested individuals have Friday, April 21: 
been complicated by paint and clutter, 

3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
shavings and wire. Then, too , one bas 3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 

only to ponder for a moment over the 7 :00 P. M. 
social implications of Open House at an 8 :00 P. M. 

astbetic display of this type, to fall in-

to a revery of a dangerous sort. 

Rumor. a priceless commodity , has it Saturday, April 22: 
that the members of the Cotillion l0: 3 0 A. M.-l 2 :00 M. 

Board as a part of the entertainment 8 : 3 o p. M. 

will deliver a series of short interpre-

tive talks on the conotations and in-
tentions of the art on display. 

One could comment wirily on the Sunday, April 23: 
courage of these gentlemen, and wish 8 : 0 0 P. M . 

them all success. 

As to an art show; there seems to 

us at least, a delightful ambiguity in 

the name. We think we know what 

art is in this connection. (We assume, 

of course, that what is meant is fine, or 

Mon day, April 24: 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7:00 P. M. 

imitative art.) We had heard in the Tuesday, April 25: 
past that this was the season for the 3 :00-5 :00 P. M . 

"aesthetes" to howl, and we are fairly 3 :00-5 :00 P. M . 

sure that the singed and sobbing plaint 

of the timorous contributor will be 
heard through the vast and dusty 
reaches of the gymnasium. What 
troubles us. however, is the show part. 
We immediately think of museums, 

old and new. and of display cases con
taining the dying gasp of the artistic 
dabbler from the recent past. The 
curiously disturbing quality of the 
amamres production slips through this 
thought; and we shudder and wake up 
with a bad taste in our mouths. 

The part that the fine arts may play 
in the program has, to our knowledge, 
never been satisfactorily explained. 
Music, alone. as a fine art has been used 
as an integral part of the curriculum. 
This problem may have no solution; 
but the Art Show remains a successful 

substitute. 

7 :00-8 :00 P. M. 
8:00 P. M. 

Wednesday, April 26: 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7 :00-8 :00 P . M. 
7:30 P. M. 
8:00 P. M. 

8 :00 P. M . 

Thursday, April 27: 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P . M. 
7:30 P. M. 

Friday, April 28: 
3 :0 0-5 :00 P. M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7:00 P. M. 
8:00 P. M. 

THE ST. JOHN'S COLLEGIAN is the 
official news organ of St. John's Col
lege, published every Friday during 
the academic year. Entered as second Saturday, April 29: 
class matter October 15, 1919, at the 
Post Office at Annapolis, Maryland, 10 3 0 A M 12 0 0 M 
under the Act of March 3, 1879. : · .- : · 

CALENDAR 
Fri., Apr. 21 - Sat., Apr . .29 1 1944 

Athletics Back Campus 
Recorded Concert Book Shop 
Chorus Rehearsal Humphreys Hall 
Formal Lecture-Rhet- Great Hall 

oric-Stringfellow 

Barr 

Athletics 
Movie-All Quiet on 

the Western Front
followed by a square 
dance 

Piano Recital-Shura 
Dvorine 

Athletics 
Records by Request 
Chorus Rehearsal 

Athletics 
Records by Request 
Bible Class 
Mathematics Club 

Athletics 
Bible Class 
Boat Club Meeting 
Chambei; Music Group 

Rehearsal 
Recorded Concert 

Athletics 
Records by Request 

College Meeting 

Athletics 
Recorded Concert 
Chorus Rehearsal 
Formal Lecture-Biol-

ogy and the Periodic 
System-George 
Wald, Harvard 

University 

Athletics 

Back Campus 
Iglehart Hall 

Iglehart Hall 

Back Campus 
Book Shop 
Humphreys Hall 

Back Campus 
Book Shop 
McDowell 22 
McDowell 21 

Back Campus 
McDowell 22 
McDowell 21 
Humphreys Hall 

Book Shop 

Back Campus 
Book Shop 
Great Hall 

Back Campus 
Humphreys Hall 
Book Shop 
Great Hall 

Back Campus 
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Th Ego Versus The Id
Das I ch GeCen Das Es 

stincts. Freud returned to this tradi- and manifests itself in many seemingly 
tion ; he studied the entire soul. unrelated ways. This libido or id may 

In the De Anrima, Aristotle does not be thought of as a body of energy re

W e can all agree that last Wednes- treat passion; instead he treats it in pressed from its immediate outlet. This 
day's lecture soared to heights not the " Ethics," and needless to say. like- outlet is guided by the ego. If the id 
usually reached: "I t soared like a wise with St. Thomas. Treating pas- cannot dissipate all of its energy social
banana , circling the moon," to use as sion with this moral tinge destroys ly. it cunningly seeks other outlets. 
a metaphor a dream example of Mr. the psychological meaning of passion, Work and love are outlets for the sup
Adler' s. No doubt one reason for the i. e .. instead of saying what is the work pressed id, and a normal man can at
success of the lecture was that Mr. of passion? we say what should be tacb himself to sufficient objects in or
Adler didn't spend ninety per cent of done with passion? In this way Freud der to get rid of his libidinous energy. 
bis time on Aristotle as he usually does. completes the classical psychology by His objects are his work, his friends, 
I,n fact, Mr. Standen w<is so sure that integrating passion into it. Let us and his family. The neurotic , on the 
this was another disguised Aristotelian look at Freud's treatment of the soul: other hand, cannot find objects for his 
lecture that he bet a shiny-copper- libido. Instead it whirls around with-
penn y on it . ( Of course, it wasn ' t a Ego - Reality Principle - Reason in him and seeks escape, and finds it in 
new penny; just an old one cleaned Id - Pleasure Principle - Passion neurotic manifestations. From 189 0 
with nitric acid.) Since Mr. Adler had (libido) to 1900, the popular manifestation 
told us the course of his lecture, we was conversion neuroses. in which the 
took Mr. Standen up-having an un- The ego is the cultivated id. The patient had a physical ailment which 
fair advantage-to have the satisfac- ego is the rational faculty which ex- was not real. The symptoms were an 
tion of winning a bet from him: you ercises free-will and is conscious of it- apparent disease . Now the popular 
see, Mr. Standen, that inveterate gam- self in reality. The id is· the sum of manifestation is the anxiety neuroses, 
bler. is always cleaning us out, and the instinctual drives in man, which the symptoms of which are far more 
they are not penny bets. must be controlled and inhibited if man complicated. These different mani-

So it came as a su prise to us to is to live in society. This is the split festations in different periods tend to 
learn that Aristotle didn't invent psy- of man's soul. In a normal man there show that neurotic manifestations are 
cho-analysis ; it was Freud , as we is litcle split. The ego and the id are in some way determined by society. 
thought. Now don ' t get us wrong. integrated, and each knows the other: When Freud started his career. con
We 're not saying that Mr. Adler didn't but in the neurotic they are isolated. version neuroses was being treated by 
mention Aristotle-we're now con- fighting eternally . A badly split soul hypnotic suggestion. Freud discov
vinced he couldn ' t give a lecture with- is termed schizophrenic, from the Greek. ered that this treatment would only 
out doing that-we're merely saying skizo, to split, and phren, understand- cure a specific symptom. i. e .. if a 
that Aristotle's name did not grace ing. Freud showed that society is the paralyzed leg was cured, the following 

every sentence. (Mr. Adler in this re- cause for this split. and that man , week the neck would be paralyzed. 
spect reminds us of some people we therefore. must be studied in society; While searching for the cause of these 
kno w wh o can't utter a sentence with- without society he is i:neaningless. symptoms . Freud discovered free-asso
out inserting three very well known If we look at a new born baby we ciation and psycho-analysis. Free-as 
profane words-which. apropos, are can see how a split and resulting con- sociation is the process by which rc
very Freudian.) O.K.. enough of fiict are engendered. A baby is a mass pressions are brought to the light of the 
this ; let's tell these poor neurotics of id : he wants all his desires fulfilled, conscious self. It cons·ists of the p a
w hat Aristotle. Jr., said. and he has no idea of what is right and tient putting himself in a state of calm 

Aristotle was the first great psy- what is wrong. The sureme hedonist, concentration , following his spontane
chologist; and to Aristotle psychology he seeks everything that is pleasurable ous mental occurrences. and imparting 
had a broad meaning-our present and avoids everything displeasurable. everything to the psycho-analyst. 
word anthropology. After Aristotle It is the parents ' duty to socialize the However, free-association is a difficult 
and St. Thomas, particularly in the infant . and thus create the ego . The process. Certain disagreeable memories 
Renaissance, psychology began to have infant . however, is not willing to are conveniently forgotten . and the 
a more specialized meaning. namely. forego bis unsocial pleasures, and patient offers resistance to their being 
that of the study of the content of parential suppression must be contin- brought to light. When the repres
consciousness. And this. one can clear- ued until the newly created ego can sions are brought out, ab-reaction. the 
ly see . is not the study of the entire muster strength to suppress the id. ridding of repression. occurs. and the 

soul. The study of the soul is the But now the conflict has started. !he \ patient is cure~. 
study of powers. habits. acts. and in- repressed libido becomes unconscious ( Continued on Page Z) 
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The id is clever and finds an outlet 
for its repressed self i:n symbols. Thus 
symbols are disguised expressions . In 
dreams the desires of the id are con
summated, but in symbolic form to 
fool the ego . Those who are inter
ested in dream symbolism are referred 
to Freud 's essay. " The Dream Work." 
Slips of the tongue , too, like dreams, 
are symbols expressing desires of the id. 
The idea of dreams fulfilling the wishes 
of the soul was first expounded by 
Lucretius in the De Natura Rerum. 

" The thirsty man , 
Likewise, he sits beside a delightful 

JOHN'S COLLEGIAN 

Hath now been scattered through the ,. 
frame , and part 

I 
Expelled abroad and gone away, and 

part 

Piano Recital 

Shura Dvorine 

Program-Handel : The Harmoni-
Crammed back and settling deep with-. ous Blacksmith ; Bach-Busoni: Organ 

m the frame." . 

. . hoven: Sonata in C minor, Op . 1 1"1; 

I 
Prelude and Fugue m E fl.at ; Beet-

The Oedipus-complex 1s the term ap- B h V · t' Th b ca ms: ar-ia ions on a eme y 
plied to the first love relationship of Paganini; Chopin: Valse Brilliante in 

the child, which, in a normal family E fl.at ; Scriabin: Etude in C sharp 
is with one of the parents. In the minor; Sklarevski : Z ouleika; Ravel: 

Rigaud on ; Liszt: Hungarian Rhap
pure form , a boy wants co replace his 

. sody, No. I I. 
father as his mother' s lover. When 

In view of the fact that he is a con-this Jove is suppressed, . the boy re-
spring luctantly gives up his mother as a love servatory-trained professional musician ; 

Or river, and gulpeth down with gap- Mr. Dvorine's performance Sunday 
object. From this supp ression, the 

ing throat night should be rated as unsatisfactory 
Nigh the whole stream, and oft the in- super-ego is formed f.rom the ego, on the whole. The major faults were 

nocent young usually embracing all the inhibitions three: a tendency to bang, particularly 

By sleep 
0

• ermastered, think they lift and prohibitions the father lays down with the left hand; the lack of any 
their dress as rules of conduct . A departure from singing tone, a defection closely allied 

By pail of public jordan, and then this usually indicates feeling of ~y t~~isfirtac:t ai°dm:::a~~c :;,rr:~;si~;~ 
void, guile. tempts co achieve dynamic contrast 

The water filtered down their frame In closing ; all men are neurotics particularly in the Handel and the 

entire, more or less. A man is normal inso- Bach. 

And drench the Babylonian coverlets , far as he approaches normalcy, which 

Magnificently bright. Again those is the state of consciously knowing all 
males the desires of the id. We see that 

The major works on the first half 
of che program were the Bach prelude 
and fugue and the Beethoven sonata. 
Of the fi.rsc of these it can only be 

Freud after all. wanes men to know said thac qua Bach the work is very 
Into the surging channel of whose 

years 
Now first has 

dered) , 

the teaching of Aristotle : " Know 
passed the seed ( engen- free in its contrapuntal form. second-

thyself. " Knowing thyself, means to 

Withing their members ripened days, 
Are in their sleep confronted from 

without 
By idol-images of some fair form
Tidings of glorious face and lovely 

bloom, 
Which stir and goad the regions turgid 

now 
With seed abundant ; 'so that as it were 
With all the matter acted duly out, 
They pour the billows of a potent 

stream 
And stain their garment." 

know reality, and the hard choices chac 
life offers. Only thus can man free 
himself: otherw ise he is shackled and 
knows noc why : he is shackled, and he 
knows only thH something is wrong, 
somewhere. He places the trouble out-

ly , qua Busoni it has been freely tran-
scribed. although some endeavour seems 
co have been made to reproduce the 
shifts in registration ; lastly, qua 
Dvorine it was played like a cross be
tween Beethoven and Chopin. 

side of himself. when his own soul is The Beechoven sonata , being a 
sick . He is helpless , since he doesn ' t mighty work, could not suffer too 
know what is pushing him, and he much at Mr. Dvorine' s hands . Aside 
must learn. What he must learn is from his percussive style of playing 
psycho-analysis-the third language : which kept the music from singing out. 
the language of che id and tl'ie ego . the sonata was well played. There 

-Allen Goldstein. were some uneven rhythms in the syn
copated portions of the second move
menc , but the ending was handled very 

Other relevant quotations from b recital. The next three num ers were nicely. 
Lucretius: 

" It comes to pass 
Thac next a part of the soul 's expelled 

abroad" ( the pare used on objects 

of the libido ) . 
" A part recreateth in recesses hid" 

(the rep ressed libido). 

Also : 
" Sleep comes chiefly when 

soul ( libido ) 

energy of 

unfamiliar to most of us. making ic 
d ifficult to judge them. The Liszt 
Hungarian Rhapsody wa-s pla yed for 
all it was worth as a war horse ought 
co be played. Mr. Dvorine really 
seemed to get a kick out of it. The 
encores were another familiar Chopin 
waltz and the now almost ubiqu itous 

Shostakovich polka. 

H. H. S. 

The last half of the program was 
devoted. as is customary, to short 
pieces by nineteenth and twentieth 
century composers. The Brahms 

variations on a Paganini caprice were 
not too interesting although they were 
played with spirit. The Chopin waltz 
gave Mr. Dvorine a chance to work off 
some of the over-interpretation he in

dulged in during the first half of the 
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Barr On Rhetoric 
M r. Barr · assumed a general agree

men t upon the kind of communica

tions which are called rhetorical. He 

dealt in particular with speeches whose 

find whether law s have been broken. 
Both are built upon probable syllog
isms. When ~he truth in a matter is 
uncertain, persuasion by example and 
analogy is necessary but particularly 
liable co error. Mr. Barr did not 
dead y define Aristotle's third class 

purpose 
action. 

w as to move someone to which he entitled occasional speeches. 
Pericles ' funeral oration is of this 
class. They -must contain some ele
ment of deliberation or judgment, or 
they . will be pointless as political 
speeches. Because it is only in democ
racy that governmental action is a con
cern of the people , oratory cannot 
flourish in dictatorships. 

R hetoric is developed most highry in 
advertising today. Advertising leads 
people to believe · certain products are 
more important than is true. It does 
not usually do this through lies, how
ever, but by an emphasis upon the 
qual it ies of the product which the 
buyer believes important. Word Mr. Barr listed a dozen examples of 
choice and position are important in oratory and personal communications 
creating such an emphasis. The worst which do not completely fall into the 
th ing about contemporary rhetoric is Aristotelian classe~. But he did not 
the belief that it is necessary co sell suggest a more complete classification. 
one's self to sell anything. Almost all 
rheto ric ians have been persuaded to this 
idea. It necessarily pulls their atten
tion from the basic problem of put
ting ideas into words wh ich their aud i
ence will understand. 

Another type of rhetoric which has 
falle n in to disrepute is oratory . In 
Churchill' s Dunkirk speech. Mr. Barr 

From the many examples he used, 
the lecturer drew several necessary 
characteristics of good rhetoric. Their 
necessity arises from the limitations of 
the human mind. Examples are neces
sary to mirror ideas, and people are 
pleased to discover an idea in examples. 
Ideas must be repeated in different 
forms because people lack constant at-

showed that the prime minister was that tention. Different minds require 
bring ing meaning to eve11ts in the ideas be repeated in different ways. 
minds of his people. Church ill went 
on to show exactly what kind of ac- Tact in rhetoric is necessary. To 
cion these events would require. Un- present distracting ideas which are not 
less he had so worked upon the reason necessary co the truth to be shown 
and will of the indiv idual citizen , he defeats the end of speech. With use, 

wishes to express. He must use ma
terial words which his audience recog
nizes as signifying certain things. 
Custom determines certain rules which 
limit the ways in which words can be 
used; this is grammar. Within the 
limits of form permitted by logical 
and grammatical rules, the rhetorician 
must choose and arrange words in such 
a way that his ideas will be reflected to 
his audience. This is the task of 
imagination. 

H. R. M . 

Backcampus 

Last Tuesday; marked the beginning 
of the lacrosse schedule, as a surprising 
Paca-Carrol team defeated the East 
Pinkney sophomores , 4-2 . Jim Hor
ney started the winners off with a 
quick goal. after taking the ball on the 
face-off and running the length of the 
field to score. In the course of the 
game Mr. Horney scored two more 
goals to take scoring honors. The 
sophomores seemed ·unable to get goals 
through the Paca defense. 

Thursday. Paca-Carrol again was 
victorious. defeating Chase-Stone by a 
score of 8-5 . This game was marked 
by a fast opening offense, with Gene 
Epstein scoring seven goals. The next 
day Chase-Stone forfeited to Pinkney
Randall . 

could not have moved his country to words tend to form cliches in which On Saturday morning a sleepy East 
action. The leaders of a democracy they lose their individual meanings ; ex- Pinkney team defeated a sleepier Pink
mus t be masters of rhetoric if they are creme care must be used in the choice ney-Randall aggregation, 8-6. This 
to gain the active support of the ir and use of words in combination. time the sophomores worked as a team, 
people. with a considerably improved attack. 

Although Mr. Barr considered only 
The three forwards , White, Haines and 

T he answer to Socrates ' objection briefly literary prose and poetry, these Welch. scored for the winners, the 
that rheto ric is only flattery , is found rules apply to them as well as to ora- East Pinkney defense still lacks an 
in his ow n defense before his judges. tory. Bue what assurance have we that efficient defense, as the score indicates. 
He bluntly refused to flatter them . but the most difficult problems of rhe-
his eloquence is persuasive. He used to ric do not arise outs ide the fi eld of T he fi rst round of lacros e will be 
figu res and examples to mi rror the political oratory? One might expect completed with this Thursday' s game. 
propositions implicit in his arguments , to encounter the most difficult rhe- with the second round getting under 
yet they have no other end cban co rorical problems in trying to communi- way immediately. As is customary. 
move the m inds of his judg~s to an cate one' s knowledge of truth and one' s the final winner will be determined b v 
understanding of the truth. perceptions of the beautiful. a play-off between the w innen of the 

· first and second rounds. 
Turn ing to Aristotle for an answer Perhaps Mr. Barr cealized this dan -

to the question of the nature of rhe- ger- of incompleteness when he analyz- Rumor has it. that if everything 
toric. Mr. Barr outlined his threefold ed the problem of rhetoric in com- gor$ according to plan. then~ will be 
classi fi ca t ion of the uses of rhetoric in municacion aside from particular con- one round of sprin~ rnccl!r. \Ve hope 
oratory in the state ; I. deliberat ive dis- texts. In order to communicate with thai sufficient inte.:e>t ~ill be shown. 
courses-co find the best course for the anyone , a speaker must understand the so that the athletic staff may carry its 
state. 2. courtroom argument-to relationships (Logos) of the ideas he plans through. 
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Arts 
This particular obscure column of 

this journal seems so increasingly 
popular, that we hardly know, from 
week to week, whom to anticipate here 
next. eating our porridge, as it were. 
Last week it was an aloof reviewer 
treating the art show; which show, 
caught between a taut apathy and the 
cotillion board's frolics, bleeds. The 
question raised then of the reiation of 
the fine arcs to the program is by no 
means solved by the art show, which 
is not even a successful substitute; the 
show will rather reflect the lack, or 
need, or whatever it is. It may all b.e 

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE 

Friday, April 28: 
2 :00-4 :00 P. M . 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M . 
7:00 P. M. 
8 :00 P. M. 

Saturday, April 29: 
10 :30 A. M. 
10:30 A. M.-12:00 M. 

a quite chastening affair. This Sun- Sunday, April 30: 
day afternoon, however, in the Junior 3 :00 -5 :00 P. M. 
Common Room the srudent and fac-
ulty contributors invite you all, all. 8 :00 P. M. 
Work by graduates and students in the 

armed forces has been included. We Monday, May l: 
are inadequate to the job of explaining 2 :00-4 :00 P. M. 
the cotillion board's relation to this, 
aside from its own blatant self-

aggrandizement. 
Our complaint about April musicals 

has been generally ignored, and now 
it ' s Swing Fever at the Circle with 
Kay Kyser, a jolly band, and Lena 
Horne. A tedious round, so this week 
we invite you to come down and help 
us litter the Circle aisles with old razor 

blades . 
Why anyone should budge for The 

Heaven.!y Body we don't know. It is 
evolved about a complicated pun. and 
brings Wm. Powell and Hedy to the 
Circle starting Wednesday . This 
would seem to be man writ at his 

smallest. 
The Curse of the Cat People could 

hardly duplicate the awe produced by 
its original. The Republic Wednes
day and Thursday. The revival of the 
cat woman, Simone Simon, who was 
quite dead, and these repeated slurs on 
American womanhood puzzle us. 

Private Hargrove will still be at the 
Circle tomorrow and the Capitol dur
ing the week; it is certainly an excel
lent thing and the best in town . Pri 
vate Mulvehill has the grace sufficient 
to become our own candidate for di

rector of the draft . 

THJ"iJ ST. JOHN'S COLLEGIAN, is the 
official news organ of St. Johns Col
lege, published every Friday during 
the academic year. Entered as second 
class matter October 15, 1919, at the 
Post Office at Annapolis, Maryland, 
um.ler the Act of March 3, 1879. 

3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
5 :00 P. M. 

7 :00 P. M. 

Tuesday, May 2: 
2 :00-4 :00 P. M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7 :00-8 :00 P. M. 
8:00 P. M. 

Wednesday, May 3: 
3 :00-5 :00 P . M. 
7 :00-8 :00 P. M. 
7 :30 P. M. 
8 :00 P. M. 

8 :00 P. M. 
8:00 P. M . 

Thursday, May 4: 
2 :00-4 :00 P . M . 
3 : 0 0 5 : 0 0 P. M. 
7 :30 P. M. 

Friday, May 5: 
2 :00 -4 :00 P. M . 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7:00 P. M. 
8 :00 P. M. 

Saturday, May 6: 
10 :30 A. M. 
10:30 A. M.-12:00 M. 

CALENDAR 
Fri., Apr. 28 - Sat .• May 6, 1944 

Recorded Concert 
Athletics 
Chorus Rehearsal 
Formal Lecture-Biol

ogy and the Periodic 

System - George 
Wald, Harvard Uni
versity 

Faculty Meeting 
· Athletics 

Art Show and Open 
House 

Cartels Now-James S. 
Martin 

Records by Request 
Athletics 
Dormitory Managers 

Meeting 
Chorus Rehearsal 

Records by Request 
Athletics 
Bible Class 
Mathematics Club 

Athletics 
Bible Class 
Boat Club Meeting 
Chamber Music Group 

Rehearsal 
Recorded Concert 
A YD presents Furman 

L. Templeton, speak
ing on Status of Min
ority Groups during 

and after the War . 

Records by Request 
Athletics 
College Meeting 

Recorded Concert 
Athletics 
Chorus Rehearsal 
Formal Lecture - Dia-

lectic-Richard Sco

field 

Faculty Meeting 
Athletics 

Book Shop 
Back Campus 
Humphreys Hall 
Great Hall 

McDowell 24 
Back Campus 

McDowell Base
ment 

Woodward Hall 

Book Shop 
Back Campus 
McDowell 21 

Humphreys Hall 

Book Shop 
Back Campus 
McDowell 22 
McDowell 21 

Back Campus 
McDowell 22 
McDowell 21 
Humphreys Hall 

Book Shop 
McDowell 24 

Book Shop 
Back Campus 
Great Hall 

Book Shop 
Back Campus 
Humphreys Hall 
Great Hall 

McDowell 24 
Back Campus 
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The Seventeen Elements I the atom , a theoretical structure of the 1,oisonous to the living body. Ex-
atom was devised so as to explain the perimentally we are sure of the second 

The problem of par~llels has been of changes that occur when a chemical re- explanation and the first leaves us with 
great interest throughout the ages. At action takes place. The properties re- future research. 
St. John's both tutors and students are suiting from this structure are then 
very prone to draw parallels from the plotted , still showing the periodic 
different fields of thought. It is not characteristic. Such a chart was de
surprising, therefore, to find Professor vised by the Englishman, Bohr who 
George Wald, of Harvard University, 
delivering a lecture at St. John's on the 
parallel of biology and the Periodic 
System. 

Returning now to our original 
problem of the parallel between bio
logy and the Periodic System; how 
far have we come? · Is it possible to 

unfortunat~ly was killed in action in make such a parallel between the liv
the last World War. This new way ing organism and the elements of the 
of describing the atom is known as the Periodic System? And if possible, 
''Bohr atom." have we done so h 1 

But the moment any parallel is Now that we have a somewhat gen-
drawn, argument usually follows. era! idea of the entities of nature we are 
And here again the eternal problems of in a position to proceed to the other 
parallels enter. In order to decrease side of our parallel- the living or
argument on the one hand and to in- ganism. The body or living organism 
crease argument on the other, Professor has been found to be in a constant 
Waid presented certain experimental change or flux which is known as the 
observations of nature together with ''metabolic process." The great bulk 
certain theories about these observa- of the body is composed of about 
tions in such a manner that the stu- eighty per cent water. The remain
dent was able to decide for himself ing twenty per cent is made up of a 
whether or not a parallel can be drawn certain number of elements, salts, and 
between biology and the Periodic Sys- metals. Of the ninety-two possible 

elements only seventeen are found in 
the body. They are hydrogen, car

To assure himself that we under- bon , nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur, phos-

tern . 

stood or at least had heard of certain phorus. iodine, sodium, chlorine, j>o-
technical terms, he began by defining tassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, 
the entiries of matter such as: the pro copper. zinc, cobalt, and manganese. 

Our first questions are; why only seven-

or ave we mere y 
shown some common properties in 
both systems? This i-s the problem we 
began with, and this is the problem 
with which we end. Professor Wald 
presented 
theories. 
parallels. 

certain 
We are 

observations and 
to construct the 

L. R. 

War Meeting 
An error in the calendar of the COL

LEGIAN served as introduction to Mr. 
Martin's lecture. He was not sure 
whether to give a lecture on Cartels 
Now. as in the calendar. or on Inter
national Cartels and National Law, 
which was the original title.. The 
question was resolved, however. when 
it was pointed out that the titles are ton , neutron, electron , atom, element, · 

and molecule. Once these entities were 
defined, he was then able to discuss 

teen and why just these seventeen. Our synonomous. 
first answer might be because these ele- The lecturer then gave a short " en-

their relationships and combinations ments are the most available and tomology" of the word cartel. through 
which led to the classification of the k F abundant. But upon investigation we its Gree . Latin, Italian , and rench 
Periodic System. find this not to be . the case. Prof es- meanings. The dictionary meaning of 

Our parallel actually begins then sor Wald , therefore, suggested that cartel-a combination of separate firms 
wiLh the Periodic System, which classi- these particular seventeen elements to keep prices up-was too brief. A 
fies the elements in such a way that were chosen because of their tendency general definition of cartel was rhen 
we are able to determine many of the to form molecules to keep the organ- given . A cartel is an interchange of 
properti es of the individual elements, ism alive. If we return to our periodic trade over and above one set of na
as well as the relationships they have chart we find that these seventeen ele- tional laws. In other words, a finish
with each other. And it is because of ments are . found in the first third of ed cartel product is one that fias gone 
the relationships found when certain our series. From this we can imply through its various stages of produc
properties are plotted one against the that atoms of small size form most tion in various countries. This in
other, that the term "periodic" takes ft ,1ble molecules that are best fit for the volves a fusion of companies, a pool
meaning. This was shown by means c.•rganism . However this does not ex- ing of resources, and a system of 
of charts which , as an example, plot- plain why the seventeen were chosen quotas to keep prices up to a constant 

ted the melting point against the atom- and not the others in this first third. level. 
ic number. However, such properties One explanation is that it is possible This was too narrow, however, and 
as melting point and atomic number that we haven ' t found all the elements did not include certain phases of car
do not tell the complete story. In in rhe body. The second is that some \ tel organization. A cartel can be an 
order to speak more intelligently about cf the other elements in this group are aggregation of companies to promote 


